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Officer Patrick Morris, right, meets with Murray Middle
School Principal Lou Carter Tuesday inside the MMS campus.

School Resource
Officers in place
at MMS, MHS

strong efforts
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Principals express gratitude
with having them on site
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Staff Writer
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By HAWKINS TEAGUE
Staff Writer
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The Murray Independent School District had school resource
officers in its campuses on two different occasions before
Murray police officers Nicky Knight and Patrick Morris began
their duties Jan. 3.
Now, about three weeks into stint No. 3 of the program, it
appears Knight and Morris are becoming quite settled with their
new positions of being the first line of security for the district's
students, faculty and administration.
"It's a dream job. It really is," said Knight as he walked the
hallway of Murray High Tuesday after supervising a lunch period at the place he and several members of his family call home.
"My wife and I graduated from here. I have three kids in this
school system. This is the only school system where I'd want
them, and I feel privileged to be doing this.
"To me, this isn't so much about law enforcement as much as
simply being here for these kids:"
The program's third journey into the SRO program is expected
to last longer than the previous two. Grant funding supported the
program on those occasions before the money ran out. This time.
the funding is coming from a far more sustainable source, money
the city receives from Kentucky State Alcohol Beverage Control

The 76th annual Campus
Lights production at Murray
State University will be the
Tony Award-winning musical
"The Drowsy Chaperone,"
which will run Thursday
through Sunday.
According to the MSU website, Campus Lights was started
in 1938 and is the longest-running musical in the South that
is entirely produced and performed by students. Phi Mu
Alpha Symfonia, the music fraternity, started the production as
a means to fund its charter fees.
Sigma Alpha Iota music sorority co-sponsors it each year, and
it continues to be an annual
fundraiser for MSU's music
department scholarships.
The show will be performed at
6:30 p.m. Thursday through
Saturday in Lovett Auditorium,
and its -final show will be a
matinee at 2:30 p.m. Sunday.
Tickets are $10 for adults and
$7 for children and students.
They are available at wi,vwfacebook.com/TheDrowsyChapero
neCampusLights20I3and
through the music department's
direct line at 809-4288. Tickets
are also sold at the door.
"The Drowsy Chaperone" is
about a matt retelling hit
favorite musical and, in the
process, the story comes to life,
said the show's publicist,
Kathryn Reinhardt. The characters of the musical are going to
the wedding of an oil entrepreneur, Robert, and a Broadway

HAWKINS TEAGUE / Ledger & Times

The cast of "The Drowsy Chaperone," which will be the 76th annual Campus Lights production at Murray State University, rehearses a scene on the stage of Lovett Auditorium. Included
in the cast are, pictured from left, Grace Lauzon as the chaperone; Nick Newsam and Chase
Harris as gangsters disguises as bakers; Lauren Kapfhammer as the bride, Janet; Eric Rudd
as the butler; and Lane Northcutt as George, the best man.
star. Janet, the Broadway star, is ers alike add twists and compliwilling to give up her career for cations to this scheme and create
marriage, but.two Fontsteni dis- the most unique wedding expeguised as..pastry: cheeifry to Stinp — rience.
her wedding so that she will perIn many years. Campus Lights
form in an upcoming show. The has presented famous shows that
gangsters attempt to break up many people have seen, such as
the couple by enlisting another "Annie Get Your Gun," "Bye
character to seduce Janet and Bye
Birdie," "Godspell,"
make her fall in love with him. "Fame" and "The Music Man."
The wedding guests and work- This year, though, the selection

Pictured, from left, are Mayor
Bill Wells, Moe Russell of
Russell Consulting Group in
Panora, Iowa, Missy Bauer of
Consulting
in
B& M
Coldwater, Mich., Dean Tony
Brannon of the MSU Hutson
School of Agriculture and
Deputy Director of Strategic
Planning for the Ky. Dept. of
Agriculture Fred Nester preside over the 9th Annual
Soybean Promotion Day,
held in the Murray Room at
the CFSB Center on Jan. 22.
Bauer and Russell were
speakers for the event.
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Daly Forecast
The Associated Press
Wednesday: Mostly sunny.
Highs in the lower 40s.
Southwest winds 5 to 10 mph.
Wednesday night: Mostly
cloudy. Lows in the upper 20s.
Thursday: Partly sunny. A
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30 percent chance of rain in
the afternoon. Highs in the
lower 40s.
Thursday night: Rain likely
in the evening: Then rain likely
and a chance of freezing rain
after midnight. Lows in the
upper 20s. Chance of precipitation 70 percent.
Friday: Mostly cloudy. A 30
percent chance of freezing rain
and sleet in the morning. Highs
in the mid 30s.
Friday night: Partly cloudy.
Lows in the lower 20s.
Saturday: Mostly clear.
Highs in the lower 30s.
Saturday night: Mostly
clear. Lows in the mid 20s.
Sunday: Mostly sunny.
Highs in the mid 40s.

EDWARD MARLOWE
Ledger & Times

Changes announced for Freedom Fest 2013
By STEPHANIE BUTLER
Special to the Ledger
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The Freedom Fest board of directors met
in January to discuss the future of the event
after looming financial difficulties came to a
head in 2012. The result is a more streamlined Freedom Fest that will continue the
celebration with less of a financial burden.
The Murray Convention and Visitors
Bureau is in charge of planning and execut-
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committee chose a more recently produced Broadway show.
According
to
broadwaywolid.com, the book
for "The Drowsy Chaperone"
was written by Bob Martin and
Don McKellar and music and
lyrics by Lisa Lambert and Greg
Morrison. It debuted in 1998 at

iiri'

ing the event. According to Erin Carrico.
executive director of the Murray CVB,
Freedom Fest has always struggled financially. "Since the beginning, Freedom Fest
has never existed to make a profit. However,
it has always been a challenge for it to break
even. In 2012 we saw sponsorships down
and expenses at an all-time high, leaving the
event unable to pay its bills," she said.
One of the reasons Freedom Fest struggles each year is it has always been a free

.-41my-44.

Has partnered with AAA to offer you auto and home
insurance including discounts for members.

event, relying solely on support from sponsors and donations. "With the economic
downturn we have seen a reduction in sponsorships and advertising, which in turn hurts
the bottom line." Carrico said.
"After reviewing Freedom Fest's financial
situation, we knew some things had to
change." said Deana Wright, chair of the
Freedom Fest board of directors.

•See Page 2A
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•Campus Lights...
• The Murray Convention &
Visitors Bureau will hold a
on
meeting
board
Wednesday. Jan. 23, at 4:30
p.m. at the Murray CVB
office.

From Front
The Rivoli in Toronto and
opened on Broadway in May
2006. The show won the iony
Award for Best Book and Best
Score. The director, Ryan
Schisler, said that although not
many students were familiar
with the jazzy songs from the
show, everyone was excited
once they heard them.

"We were more than grateful
to get the show this year,"
Schisler said. "It's such a
change of pace from everything
in the past few years. Granted,
we had 'Beauty and the Beast'
two years ago, which was more
of a modern musical. And
'Titanic' last year was from
1997. But this really is a modern
musical theater show, and the
variety in the show is outra-
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Pictured above, Caleb Dehne as the Man in Chair tells the
audience about his favorite 1920s Broadway musical, "The
Drowsy Chaperone." Below, the cast looks on as Adolpho,
played by Lee Scarbrough, belts out a tune.

geous. There's numbers where
there's tap-dancing, there's a
number where a guy is on roller
skates. The variety in this show
is all over the place.
"We have definitely kind of
pushed the bounds a little bit.
We're kind of pushing our barriers this year with something
that's not so straightforward
musical theater. This is musical
theater, but it has a twist to it.
The tag line for this is,'A musical within a comedy.' You have
the character of the Man in the
Chair who basically talks to the
audience and tells them about
his favorite show called 'The
Drowsy Chaperone,' and as he
plays the record for the audience, the musical starts to come
to life in his living room and he
throws his own little anecdotes
in throughout the show as well."
The cast, crew and orchestra
have been hard at work even
before school started back to get
the show ready for this weekend. Schisler said he was thankful for his cast and for the great
work done by the vocal director,
Olivia Erb, and the choreographer, Danielle Geier. Schisler
graduated in December, and he
said this has turned out to be
beneficial because the show has
been such a huge undertaking.
"To be frankly honest, I'm
really glad I graduated because I
don't have to go to school and I
can just focus on this," he said.
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Murray police officer Nicky Knight, right, chats with senior stuperiod at
dent Logan Parker Tuesday morning during a lunch
Resource
School
two
of
one
is
Murray High School. Knight
Officers MPD has placed in campuses of the Murray
Independent School District.
program was being finalized in
December, Howe noted that the
SRO program was not brought
From Front
back just because of a tragic
since beer sales began in
mass shootings in the past year,
October in Murray.
namely one at an elementary
"That's the big difference this school in Connecticut in
time. On those other two occaDecember that resulted in 26
sions (during the 1990s and
deaths. This was being considagain in the mid-2000s), the
Howe
officers were funded through ered well before then,
the school district," said Sgt. said, with specific guidelines in
David Howe, MPD's public mind.
information officer, noting that
"There are three things we're
the ABC money has also really emphasizing with this,the
enabled the Murray force to add main one being security, and
two patrol officers well."We've
that especially applies to the
had almost universal support on
physical security of the buildthis since we started it. We did
Howe said."Then we have
ing,"
have a couple of parents express
and finally mentoreducation
officers
concern about having
it
after
but
having these offisites,
because
ing,
campus
on the
was explained to them exactly
cers in these schools does give
what was happening, those con- us a chance to have an impact
cerns have since been satisfied." on these children."
Chief Jeff Liles decided on
"I feel very confident having
which Officers would handle the
Officer Knight here," said MHS
new role, Howe said, based on
principal Teresa Speed, who
best
the
had
felt
he
which ones
said it is comforting to have
fit.
Morris, who is assigned to someone in authority already on
both the Murray Middle and site in case an incident develMurray Elementary campuses, oped. "It is nice to have somesaid he was hopeful of being one here now who I can bounce
given one of the two spots that
questions off of. I have a partner
were up for consideration.
now."
"That program had always
"Without one here, we knew
interested me," said Morris, a „..
could pick up the phone and
we
nine-year veteran of MPD. "I
earlidone
they'd
what
had seen
the police would be here in less
er and those officers had done a than five minutes," MMS prinwonderful job. It also was excit- cipal Lou Carter said. "It's great
ing for me getting a chance to to have someone that's right
try new tasks that I believe are
here in the school who I can call
•
very important to this communion a radio and be dealing with
ty."
than a
As MISD Superintendent Bob something in less
Rogers and Liles said when the minute."

•Officers...
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Board-certified interventional
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stress testing. echocardiograms
hotter monrtonrg and more
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network, Dr Mitsaps works
directly with the hospital's
cardiac learn to ensure patients
have access to cardiac MRI
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Pain Center.
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Staff Report
A local mail carrier has been
charged with two counts of
Theft of Mail Matter, according
to Murray Police Department
spokesman Sgt. David Howe.
Howe said the arrest was the
result of an investigation by
Officer Scott Brown. Howe said
Thomas Centers,46,of Murray,
was responsible for a mail route
that covered portions of the
south side of Murray. Police
allege Centers was observed

using a gift card that was
allegedly taken from a birthday
card, he said. The card was
reportedly mailed from a residence in Murray to an address
in Michigan.
When questioned, Centers
reportedly admitted to several
thefts of mail over the last several months, Howe said. He was
lodged at the Calloway County
•
Jail.
Individuals facing charges are
innocent until proven guilty.

MERCY
Cardiology - Murray
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CORDIALLY INVITES YOU TO A CATERING SHOWCASE
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Local mail carrier faces theft charges

From Front
A plan to cut expenses while
also refocusing the event was
presented to the board at the
January meeting. "I think with
this new plan we have narrowed
the focus of Freedom Fest.
Before, we would try to have a
little something for everyone.
Now,each event will be targeted
and have the potential for more
growth," Wright said.
Freedom Fest, which has in
the past been a three-day event,
will now last only two days.
Family Day in the Park, which
has been on Sunday, will be
moved to Saturday night and
centered around the fireworks.
The fireworks are shot off at
9:30 p.m. and visible from
Central Park. Activities will
largely remain the same with
inflatables, pony rides, a petting
zoo and non-profit vendors. In
addition, a local band will perform at the amphitheater and
food vendors will be present.
"I am excited about the
changes for Saturday night,"
Wright said. "Since the
Freedom Fest concert ended,
Saturday night has been lacking
in activities. Thousands of pen-

pie line (U.S.) Hwy. 641 to
watch the fireworks, and then
they go home. This gives them
more options than just a 15minute fireworks show." She
added that the Town and Gown
Community Band Concert will
still take place before the fireworks, as it did in 2012.
There are other changes being
made to Freedom Fest this year
to cut expenses. This includes
canceling Bacon in the Sun (an
amateur barbecue competition),
not having inflatables at Kids'
Zone Friday night and changing
the event guide, which was previously a 28-page book, to a
smaller brochure.
"I am confident that these
changes will not only solve
Freedom Fest's financial difficulties, but also make the event
better. I think we will see it
grow over the next few years,"
Wright said.
Freedom Fest 2013 will take
place June 28-29. More information can be found by calling
the Murray CVB at 759-2199.
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MPD:2 Murrayans face burglary charges
Staff Report
Two Murray residents have
been charged with burglary,
according to Murray Police
Department spokesman Sgt.
Dave Howe.
Howe said two suspects were
charged following an investigation into multiple burglaries of
one Murray home by MPD

Detective Mike Robinson. The
house in Murray was allegedly
burglarized at least once before
Christmas 2012, Howe said. The
homeowner installed a video
surveillance system in his home
following the burglary.
Burglaries on Jan. 11 and Jan.
20, 2013, were captured by the
video system. Howe said. From
the video, Detective Robinson

identified Joshua Rayburn, 36,
and Ashley Rayburn,28, both of
Murray. Rayburn is charged
with Burglary, 2nd Degree.
Joshua Rayburn is charged with
three counts of Burglary 2nd
Degree, and one count of Theft
of Controlled Substance. Both
were arrested and lodged at the
Calloway County Jail.

Pologruto: Mobile home fire under investigation
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Staff Report
were on the scene, and no injuries were reported.
A mobile home fire that started late Friday night
"Any time you can stop a fire in a mobile home,
is being investigated as potentially suspicious, it's pretty challenging," Pologruto said.
"Usually
according to Murray Fire Chief Eric Pologruto.
when they get going, they're almost impossible to
Pologruto said the Murray Fire Department
stop. The fact that our guys were able to get on the
responded to Lot D8 on Fox Meadow Drive after
scene quickly and make an aggressive interior
a 911 call came in at 11:44 p.m. Friday. He said
heavy smoke was coming from a mobile home attack, you don't see that a whole lot. Usually,
there and firefighters had to connect a hose to the they burn down to the ground, and the close proxnearest hydrant on 16th Street, which was rela- imity of those trailers in those mobile home parks
tively far from the mobile home on the edge of the make it very easy for fire to spread from one to the
next. We were fortunate to be able to keep it conlot.
fined."
Pologruto said a firefighter and fire officer made
Pologruto said Murray Fire Marshal Dickie
entry into the home, where they encountered fire
in the hallway and in one of the bedrooms. They Walls is currently investigating the fire. Although
were then able to control the fire within a few the investigation is continuing, Pologruto said
minutes, he said. Pologruto said 12 firefighters Walls has deemed the fire "suspicious."

By JOHN WRIGHT
Staff Writer
A familiar tune was heard
Tuesday morning during the
monthly meeting of the MurrayCalloway County Hospital
Board of Trustees Finance
Committee.
Volumes remained low for the
months of November and
December. Chief Financial
Office Vicki Parks' numbers
showed that total patient days
for November were 489 less
than budgeted, while the
December numbers, though better, still were 308 below.
"We were low across the
board" Parks said, emphasizing
specific areas. "With outpatient
surgeries, we were lower by 35
in November and 46 in
December. We are currently
under budget 105 outpatient surgeries for the year to date...We
also had a drop with our lab procedures (down more than 2,000
both months, which has us run-

ning more than 7 percent behind
where we were last year.
"We were down in radiology
as well, but we actually
improved from November to
December. We were only down
16 in December after being
down 381 in November so at
least we got a lot of that back in
December. Still, we're just
low."
This comes, though, as two
key statistics Parks keeps
showed very strong numbers.
Days cash on hand, which has
steadily been rising since falling
to uncomfortable levels last
summer rose by three from
November to December, after a
four-day gain from November
to December. Also, productivity
of hospital employees finished
December at 100.5 percent.
"Productivity shows how well
you utilized your staff, namely
did we have the right amounts
of people per patient, how many
hours were spent on the patient

and not on not-so-important
things; 100 percent is ideal,"
Parks said. "I don't think our
staff could do more.
"It's also good to see our days
cash on hand go up (18 days
since August)."
The financial numbers continued a trend that has ailed
MCCH the past several months,
where it continues to perform
well in nearly every category,
except finances. Much of this
has been attributed to Medicaid
managed care organizations
being delayed with reimbarsements or not paying them at all.
In December, MCCH CEO
Jerry Penner and other hospital
leaders from across Kentucky
met with Gov. Steve Beshear in
Frankfort to discuss the increasingly heavy load hospitals are
carrying beeintse of this. MCCH
says it is owed about $3 million
in manageii-scare organization
payments.

Circuit Clerk's Office launches
new organ donor heart on license
Spacial to tho Lodgiw
Starting Jan. 22, residents can
add a symbol that stands for
hope and generosity on something they carry with them
everywhere: their driver's
license. Like Indiana, Ohio and
several
other
states,
Kentuckians will soon have the
option to have an organ donor
heart printed on their license.
Carolyn Gentry-Gish received
the first license in Calloway
County with the organ donor
icon. Gentry-Gish and her sons
became an organ donor family
when her husband,Gary Gentry,
had a massive heart attack on
July 10, 1992. Carolyn said "I
am so thankful that we had previously discussed organ donation. Because I knew his wishes,
the decision for him to become
a,donor was not my choice, but
his."
She said the damage from the
heart attack destroyed all of his
major organs, but he was still
able to donate skin, bone, tissue
and vein. Through his donation
he enhanced the lives of 50 people in need. Many people don't
realize that organ donation is
not the only way to help others;
there is a great need for tissue
donation as well.
"For more than 20 years, the
Circuit Clerks of Kentucky have
been educating communities
about the life-saving mission of
organ donation. Thousands of
kids and adults are waiting for
an organ transplant today. Now,
Kentuckians can proudly show
their support for these patients
in need," explained Calloway
County Circuit Court Clerk
Linda Avery.
When renewing a license,
deputy
clerks
ask
all
Kentuckians if they would like
to be a registered organ donor.
Everyone who says "Yes" will
have the option to have a small,
blue heart with the words
"Organ Donor" printed on his or
her license. The Kentucky

Photo provided

Pictured above are Calloway County Circuit Court Cleric
Linda Avery, left, and Carolyn Gentry-Gish who received the
first license in Calloway County with the organ donor icon.
Transportation Cabinet has
worked hand in hand with the
Kentucky Circuit Court Clerks
and the Trust for Life to get the
heart symbol added to driver's
license and ID cards.
"This is an important
advancement in Kentucky. The
organ donor heart will emphasize that it's not about signing
the back of your license anymore. It's about saying 'Yes'
and joining the Kentucky Organ
Donor Registry," explained
Shelley Snyder,executive director of the Kentucky Circuit
Court Clerks' Trust For Life.
She said each day 18 patients
die waiting for a life-saving

organ transplant. Every 10 minutes a new name is added to the
waiting list. Only 35 percent
Kentuckians are registered
organ donors.
"Everyone who comes into
my office for a driver's license
or ID can add his/her name to
the confidential registry and
receive the Organ Donor Heart.
Every heart we print, gives hope
to patients and families in
need," Avery said.
All Kentucky residents can
join the Kentucky Organ Doncir
Registry at their Circuit Cou4t
Clerk's office or online it
www.donatelifeky.org.
•
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Hometown Bank Staffed with Your Neighbors & Friends

You Can Count On Us
For All of Your Financial Needs
Personal• Business• Trust•Investments

This technically advanced
facility is a place where our
exceptional Radiologists
read images from the most
advanced digital imaging
equipment available. Digital
imaging provides clearer,
more detailed images.Patients
are nclw able to have their
outpatient exams completed in
a timely manner with a patient
drop off and close parking for
easier access.

Services Offered at the Facility:
•

Cat Scan

•MRI
• Ultrasound
• Diagnostic X-Ray
• EKGs
Laboratory
• Pre-Admission Testing
Specialized Women's Imaging
Diagnostic Mammography
Screening Mammography
Breast Ultrasound
CAD:Computer-Aided
Detection
Bone Densitometry

HIC DIAGNOSTIC
MIC CENTER

We Make It Simple!
630 N. 12th St.• Murray •(270)759-4852
www.bankofcadiz.com
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Melba F. Cochran Washer

Obituaries
Roy William Butler
Funeral services for Roy William Butler, 94, of Calvert City, Ky.,
will be held Wednesday, Jan. 23, 2013, at II a.m. in the chapel of
the Collier Funeral Home in Benton with the Rev. Dr. Charles
Frazier officiating. Interment will follow in the Marshall County
Memory Gardens in Benton. Visitation was held Tuesday, Jan. 22,
2013,from 5-8 p.m. at the funeral home.
Butler died Sunday, Jan. 20, 2013, at 9:40 p.m. at
the Marshall County Hospital in Benton.
Born April 27, 1918, in Calloway County. He
was the husband of Mildred Butler,of Calvert City.
He was of the Baptist faith and worked for .the
National Vinega; Company in Alton, HI., for 35
years where he retired as a plant supervisor.
In addition to his parents, John William Butler
and Linnie (Crick) Butler, he was preceded in
death by his first wife, Norma Yates Helmes; five
Butler
brothers, Harmon Butler, Cannon Butler, Floyd A.
Butler, Troy M. Butler and John 0. Butler; and
three sisters, Mavis Butler, Nora Lee Butler and Claraene Butler.
He is survived by two daughters, Anita Fogg and husband, James,
of Calvert City and Carolyn Gray and husband, Jerry, of Benton;
one sister, Gracie Phillips, of Bethalto. Ill.; five grandchildren and
13 great-grandchildren.
Expressions of sympathy may take the form of contributions to the
American Cancer Society, c/o Brenda McClaran, 510 West Ninth
St., Benton, KY 42025. Arrangements are being handled by Collier
Funeral Home, Benton.

Kenneth 'Jack' Bailey

MSRP
Peppers Disc
Mfg. Rebate
If Trade-In

$23,995
- 2,497
- 500
1,000**

$19,998*
CP 2013 RAM 1500
EXPRESS REG. CAB
57 Hems V8,
Auto Trans.
P/W. P/L
TIC Sliding
Back Glass
20' Num
Wheels, A/C
Stk. #T3103

MSRP
Peppers Disc
Mfg. Rebate
If Trade-In

$26,695
- 2,197
- 500
1,000**

$22,988*
SHOP
ONLINE @

411° 2013 RAM 1500
QUAD CAB TRADESMAN 2WD

Funeral services for Kenneth "Jack" Bailey, 95, of Murray, Ky.,
were held at 1 p.m. Tuesday, Jan. 22, 2013,in the chapel of the J.H.
Churchill Funeral Home with Dr. Rick Dye, and the Rev. Bob
Saywell, the Rev. Jim Stahler and Jason Hart officiating. Burial followed in the Murray City Cemetery.
Bailey died Saturday. Jan. 19, 2013, at MurrayCalloway County Hospital.
Born in Calloway County Oct. 17, 1917, to the
late Ernest Carlton Bailey and Annie Laurie Miller,
he was a veteran of World War II, having served 20
months in the European Theatre with the 1st Army,
258th Field Artillery Battalion. He also worked for
the United States Government for 35 years, serving
as a civil engineer with the Maps and Surveys
Branch of the TVA. He was also the oldest member
Bailey
of Murray's First United Methodist Church.
In addition to his parents, he was preceded in
death by his grandparents, Barto Lee Bailey and
Sarah Frances Reeves and John Lafayette "Fate"
Miller and Lula Ann Lovins, all of Calloway
County; a brother, Paul D. Bailey; and one greatniece.
He is survived by his wife, Thelma (Riley) Bailey, whom he married Feb. 6, 1938; one niece, Becky Smith and husband, Dewayne
of Murray; two nephews, Ernie R. Bailey and wife, Dorothy of
Murray and Bill Bailey and wife, Dianne of Paducah; one greatnephew; and four special care-givers.
Expressions of sympathy may take the form of contributions to
First United Methodist Church, 503 Maple Street, Murray, KY
42071 or to a favorite charity.
Arrangements were handled by J.H. Churchill Funeral Home.

Helen Kathleen Hunt
Mrs. Helen Kathleen Hunt,98, of Murray, Ky., died at 11:55 p.m.
Saturday, Jan. 19, 2013, at Spring Creek Health Care.
Hunt was born Oct. 27, 1914, in Pollard and
spent her youth in Ashland. She was married in
1935. She completed her undergraduate degree at
Miami University of Ohio, and taught for several
years, substitute teaching up into her 70's. She and
her husband held pastorates in Virginia, Ohio and
Florida. She was an active member of First United
Methodist Church and lived at Wesley at Murray
Senior Living for nine years.
She was preceded in death by her husband, the
Rev. Lowell Hunt who died in 1991; two siblings,
Hunt
Iona Rife and Russell Barber.
She is survived by two siblings, Ruth Griggs, of Miamisburg,
Ohio and Harry Barber and wife, Connie, of Albuquerque, N.M.;
one daughter, Linda Bartnick, of Murray; one grandson, Adam
Bartnick and wife, Laurel; and two great-grandchildren.
There will be no viewing or funeral. She will be interred with her
husband in the Florida National Cemetery in Bushnell, Fla.
Expressions of sympathy may take the form of contributions to the
church of one's choice. Online condolences maybe made at
www.yorkfuneralhome.com. Arrangements are being handled by
Blalock-Coleman & York Funeral Home.
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AirProducts.................89.37+0.68
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AP*
AT&T,
.33.65 + 0.21
BB&T .
30.84 - 0.20
Bank of America
11.36 + 0.22
Briggs & Stratton
.20.99 - 0.05
Bristol Myers Squibb 4.83 + 038
Caterpillar
97.64 + 0.02
Chevron Texaco Corp.-11528 + 0.64
Daimler Chrysler
45 • 0.70
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+ 0.01
Exxon-Mobil -------90.91 + 0.11
Ford Motor
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General Electric .....--.22.00 - 0.04
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Goodrich
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+ 0.20
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Kroger ....
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Melba F. Cochran Washer,88,of Murray, Ky., died Monday,Jan.
21,2013,at the Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
Mrs. Washer retired from Fisher Price and was
former employee of the National Stores in Murray.
She was also a member of the First Baptist
Church, and had been active in the Esther Sunday
school class, and a former member of the Kirksey
Baptist Church.
She was born July 14,1924,in Calloway County
to the late Virgil and Z,epha Cochran. Growing up
in the Stella community, she attended Kirksey
School and Murray Training School. She married
James Hayden Washer Jr., May 3,1941 under the
Washer
"Old Chestnut Tree" at the Kentucky. Tennessee
border. They had 60 years together until his death Jan.6,2002. Also
preceding her in death were four brothers and two sisters, Jack,
Robert (Bob), Clifton and Charles Cochran, Sue Scoggins and
Verline Perry.
Survivors include two daughters, Jackie Maupin, of Wichita,
Kan.,Jere Glover Drouin,of Murray; two sons,Jamie Don Washer,
of Murray and Tony Washer, of Rush Hill, Mo.; eight grandchildren, Jaina Gourgeot, Jann Mayes, Dr. Bart Washer, David Sykes,
Daina Schatzman, John A. Washer, Sarah Beardslee and Danielle
Haynes; one stepgrandson, Joshua Drouin; 12 great-grandchildren,
Ryne Gourgeot, Rhea Viar, Jacob Mayes, Benjamin and Abigail
Washer, Will and Clay Sykes,Emma and Molly Schatzman,Emma
and Caleb Haynes and Insley Washer; and one great-great-grandchild, Hailey Viar.
Private family services will be held.
Expressions of sympathy may go to Kentucky Baptist Children's
Home, 300 Hope Street, Mt. Washington, KY 40047 or The
Leukemia Foundation, 3520 Lake Ave. Suite 202, Wilmette, IL
60091. Online condolences can be left at www.thejhchurchillfuneralhome.com. Arrangements are being handled by J.H. Churchill
Funeral Home.
This is a paid obituary.

Johnnie Burton Lane
Funeral services for Johnnie Burton Lane,86,of Murray, Ky., will
be held at 11 a.m. Wednesday, Jan. 23, 2013, at the J.H. Churchill
Funeral Home. The Rev. Sammy Cunningham will officiate and
burial will follow in the Hicks Cemetery. Visitation was held
Tuesday, Jan. 22, 2013,from 5-8 p.m. at the J.H. Churchill Funeral
Home.
Lane died Monday. Jan. 21, 2013, at MurrayCalloway County Hospital.
Born March 3, 1926, in Stewart County, Tenn.,
he was a retired backhoe operator, an Army veteran of World War 11 and a member of the
Pentecostal faith.
In addition to his parents. Vonnie and Mary Crass Lane, he was
preceded in death by his wife, 011ie Mae Dillon Lane; one son,
Johnnie L. Lane; and numerous sisters and brothers.
He is survived by one daughter, Carrie Crawford,of Murray; five
grandchildren, Tina Peery and husband, Keith, Joe Crawford and
wife. Missy, Matt Crawford and wife, Dana,John Evan Lane, all of
Murray and Kimberly Lane of Louisiana; six great-grandchildren;
and several nieces and nephews.
Online condolences may be made at www.thejhchurchillfuneralhome.com. Arrangements are being handled by the J.H. Churchill
Funeral Home.
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Helen Beatrice Clayton
Helen Beatrice Clayton, 84, of Benton. Ky.., died Tuesday, Jan.
22, 2013, at Western Baptist Hospital in Paducah.
Mrs. Clayton was born Aug. 17, 1928, in Calloway County. She
was a homemaker and member of New Zion Baptist Church.
She was preceded in death by her parents,John Canup and the late
Faith Blagg Canup; her husband, James Howard Clayton; two
brothers, Lewis Ewin Canup and John Edward Canup; and one sister, Velma Mae Ross.
She is survived by three sons, Larry Dean Clayton, of Benton,
Wayne Lee Clayton, of Lexington and David Glen Clayton, of
Murray; two daughters, Dinah Carol Vire, of Columbia, Tenn., and
Martha Sue Conner, of Fairdealing; six grandchildren; and three
great-grandchildren.
Funeral services will be held Thursday, Jan. 24. 2013, at 11 a.m.
at the Collier Funeral Chapel. The Rev. Tim Cole will officiate.
Interment will follow in New Zion Cemetery, Benton. Visitation
will be held from 5-8 p.m. Wednesday. Jan. 23, 2013, at the funeral home.
Expressions of sympathy may take the form of contributions to
New Zion Cemetery Fund, c/o Loretta Rudolph, 3728 Jackson
School Road, Benton, KY 42025. Arrangements are being handled
by Collier Funeral Home, Benton.
(The number of times published or the length of on or more of
the preceding obituaries exceeds the maximum set by the Ledger
and Times policy. A fee has been paidfor additional publishing or
space.)
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LBL GP now open all year
Land Between the Lakes' Golden Pond
Planetarium is now open all year. The planetarium is open seven days a week with various programs throughout each day. For a
complete
show
schedule,
visit
wwwibLorg/PLGate.html or call (270) 9242243.
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Special to the Lodger
The United Methodist Women
of First United Methodist
Church will conduct its 13th
annual Sew-A-Tbon Feb. 4-8.
Volunteers are needed for all
aspects of the project, including
pressing, cutting and sewing
fabric for dresses, shorts and
blankets for the church's
Nicaraguan mission trip set for
summer 2013.
Additionally, individuals may.
also pick up precut dresses and
shorts with instructions to take
home to complete and return to
the church. For more information call Anna Wright at 7536835, Louise Pool at 759-5729
or Margaret Fritts at 759-3950.

'Furniture for Families' needed

The Gentry House is seeking donations of
gently or slightly used furniture or appliances
Jessica Morris, for families who are living in their transitional
shelter. Also needed are trac phones.
Community
Representatives will pick items up, if needed.
editor
Receipts of donations for tax purposes will also
be ,provided. To donate items, contact Wendy or Michael at 7616802 or th7gentryhouse@gmail.com.

Datebook

American Legion will meet Thursday

American Legion Post 73 of Murray will meet Thursday,Jan. 24,
at 7 p.m. at the American Legion Veterans' Hall,310 Bee Creek Dr.,
Murray. The agenda will focus on 2013 Oratorical Contest and
upcoming MSU events. All veterans are invited. For information
call Commander Cecil Cowsert at (270) 519-8375 or 436-2172.

NARFE meeting planned
The Kentucky Lake Chapter No.853 of the National Association
of Active and Retired Federal Employees will hold its regular
monthly meeting Friday. Jan. 25, at 11 a.m. at August Moon
Restaurant, Murray. All members are encouraged to attend as well
as any current active or retired federal employees.

Overeaters Anonymous to meet
Overeaters Anonymous,a I2-step recovery group for all types of
eating problems, meets each Thursday from 1:30-2:30 p.m. at Christ
Methodist Church, 1322 W. Broadway, Mayfield. For more information call Marcia at (270) 247-7414 or Jim at (270) 623-8850.

Compassionate Friends to meet
The Compassionate Friends support group will meet Thursday.
Jan. 24, at 7 p.m. in PDR 1 outside the cafeteria entrance at MurrayCalloway County Hospital. This support group meets for the
encouragement of bereaved parents who have lost children as a
result of accident, illness or tragedy, regardless of their child's age.
For more information call Hilda Bennett at (270) 498-8324 or
Chaplain Kerry Lambert at 762-1274.

Line dance classes to be offered
A line dance class will be held every Monday and Thursday from
6-7 p.m. in the Woodmen of the World Hall,330 C.C. Lowry Drive,
Murray. For more information call Donna Witherspoon at (731)
445-0080 or 753-4377. New dances are offered weekly.

Knit-wits will meet
The Knit-wits knitting group will meet Friday at 1 p.m. in the
Community Room of the Calloway County Public Library. Knitters
of all levels are welcome. For information call Dot at 753-4803.

Reformers' Unanimous to meet

iesday, Jan.

FUMC women
to host annual
Sew-A-Thon

Photo provided
DAR ADDS MEMBERS:The Captain Wendell Oury Chapter of the Daughters of the American
Revolution recently added two members to the organization during its January chapter meeting. Pictured is Chaplain Wilma Beatty administering the Oath of Membership to Janet Dees
and Susan Hart.

5K run, walk to be held March 2
Special to the Ledger
Registration for the fourth
annual
Run4Another
5K
Run/Walk is currently open. The
race will be held Saturday,
March 2, at 9 a.m. in Murray.
All participants registered by
Friday. Feb. 16, are guaranteed a
dri-fit shirt and goodie bag.

-This year we're giving away
more age-group medals than
ever before and the event will be
timed professionally," said Ryan
Brooks, race director.
Race-day registrations will be
taken from 8-8:45a.m. at the
starting line, located at 15th and
Olive St., Murray.

For more information, a race
map. entry forms and business
sponsorship
forms,
visit
www.Run4Another.com or contact
Brooks
at
director@run4another.com Or
(270) 978-0911. Proceeds will
benefit Murray XA's World
Missions and Murray-Calloway
Senior Citizens Center.

CCHS band to host fundraiser Jan. 25
Special to the Ledger
Calloway County High School
Band's annual chili supper and
auction fundraiser will be held
Friday, Jan. 25, from 4:30-6:30
p.m. in the CCHS cafeteria

Reformers' Unanimous, a faith-based addictions Prograiii, meets'
every Friday from 7-9 p.m. at Eastwood Baptist Church. The public
is invited. Child care is provided. For more information or a ride,
call the church office at 753-1834.

before the Lakers take on
Murray High School in a double
header that evening. Advance
tickets are $5 for adults and $3
for children ages 12 and under.
Tickets at the door at $7 and $5
respectively and include chili,

chips, dessert and a drink. The
auction will begin at 5 p.m. To
purchase a ticket, contact Dr.
Jones, Mr. Suiter, one of the
band students (at CCMS or
CCHS),or call 293-1869.

,)7nnouncernenf
(
John Waylon Rayburn

Discipline committee to meet
The Calloway County High School Discipline Committee will
meet Wednesday, Jan. 23, from 3:15-4:30 p.m. in room 811 of the
high school. Please note the reschedule date.

Rebate night to be held
Calloway County High School cheerleaders will hold a rebate
night Wednesday. Jan. 23, at Mr. Gatti's Pizza, Murray, from 4-9
p.m. The cheerleaders will get credit for receipts dropped in the box
at the cash register. The public is invited to attend and support
CCHS cheerleading.

CCMS SBDM meeting postponed
The Calloway County Middle ScHool-Based Decision-Making
Council's regularly scheduled meeting has been postponed to
Wednesday. Jan. 23, at 3:45 p.m. in the school's library/media center. This meeting is open to the public.

Single & Parenting seminar set
Single & Parenting. a help seminar and weekly group for single
parents, will be held at 6 p.m. Wednesday, Jan. 23, at First Baptist
Church, 203 South Fourth St.. Murray. The topic will be "Tired &
Overwhelmed.- Child care is available, as well as activities for children and teens. For more information, contact Cheryl at 293-4126,
cherylg64@mchsi.com or visit www.fbcmurray.fbcmurray.org and
http://www.singleandparenting.org/.

DivorceCare meetings held Wednesdays
DivorceCare is a special weekly seminar and support group for
people who are separated or divorced. DivorceCare For Kids is a
weekly support group for children ages 5-12 who needs help dealing with the separation or divorce of their parents. Meetings are at
Elm Grove Baptist Church,6483 St. Rt. 94 East, beginning at 6 p.m.
every Wednesday. Call 293-2509 for more information.

Blake and Amber Rayburn are
the parents of a son, John
born
Waylon
Rayburn,
Thursday. Oct. 25,2012, at 4:09
p.m. at Williamson County
Medical Center. Franklin, Tenn.
The baby weighed six pounds,
five ounces and was 20 1/2
inches. The mother is the former
Amber Jones.
Grandparents are John and
Dixie Rayburn, of Franklin,
Tenn.. and Shawn and Leanna
Jones, of Murray. Great-grandparents are Peggy Hook and the
late B.B. Hook, Harold and

jr .4
uldi•
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Nettie Jones, Nelson Key.
Tommy and Sharon Warmack,
Mac and Pattie Fitts, all of

Murray.
Great-great-grandmother is Mrs. Gladys Jones, of
Murray.
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to Murray/Calloway Co.
Call SYLVIA SANERT
AT (270) 227-5456
OR 759-9216'
COMMUNITY GREETING SERVICE
FOR A SPECIAL WELCOME
We want to bring you gifts from many of our businesses and
professional people. It's their way of saying,"We are glad you
hayed moved to Murray-Calloway County."
We have been welcoming NEWCOMERS
since 1946 almost 60 years!
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VOTED MURRAY'S
FAVORITE
LADIES
CLOTHING 2012

John Waylon Rayburn
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Beginning this week, be sure to check the
DK Kelley weekly newsletter for special
promotions and discounts. Each week there
will be a different special.
Be sure to come in or call us to be put on
our email list
These days everyone is looking for the
best deals and we are stnving to help our customers.
Be sure to check Facebook and ow weekly newsletter for all the great deals we will be
having
For those who choose not to do email or
Facebook. Just mention this article You can
also register for the weekly giveaway in the
store.
We are still working on expanding our
Facebook page. Go to the D.K Kelley
Facebook page and click on "Like- at he top
of the page When we reach ',WO fans, one
of our fans will reixive a 5100 gift card.
We are striving to give you the best customer sers ice possible. Go to our Facebook
page for pictures of sale merchandise, as well
'as the new spring. Call us. email or message
us on Facebook if you need information on a
certain item.
We will ship it to you, and we take
types of crkit.nr debit cards if we ship it. alie
NC* spring bunions are arming dady.
You will love the fabulous colors and styles
There is something for everyone
Color blocking is when you mix 2 or more
colors to create ksoks. a big hit in the fall and
it continues for spring.
Short cropped _jackets. a flartenng look on
most, are hack. They can be worn with skirts
and high waist pants.
They are also a perfect match for the
newly popular big full skirts.
Slim, tornpants with narrow bottoms are
a must have
The color craze ot 2013 is bnnging out a
rainbow of colors in bottoms More on this
next week
Congratulations to Chelsa lames, who
won this week's giveaway
Stay tuned to next week's fun and fashion
report...

Brian Edwards

1300 Johnson Blvd - Murray, KY
270-753-8355
insurancecenterof murray@ins-ctr.com
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Fabulous
She's our Favorite, Fun
Friend who pla8s well with others!

Have a Fantastic
SOth_ Birdttity,
Laponna Smith/
HOMEOWNERS • AUTO
COMMERCIAL
Including both
General Contractors
and Sub Contractors
Roofers
Lawn Care Services
Plus BONDING
for all Contractors
Coverage for
Farm Owners
FIRING PERMIT
LIFE INSURANCE
HEALTH INSURANCE
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RAYCOM COLLEGE FOOTBALL NIL-STAR CLASSIC

Stripes pick up 31-3 win on Stars
MURRAY STATE QB BROCKMAN
FINISHES 4-0E-9 FOR 47 YARDS IN
FRONT OF NFL SCOUTS

TAB BROCKMAN / For the Ledger

Murray State quarterback Casey Brockman looks downfield while a pair of defensive lineman from the Stripes
team barrel down Saturday in the RAYCOM game.

By JOHN ZENOR
AP Sports Writer
MONTGOMERY, Ala. (AP)
— Michael Hill received a surprise invitation to the first
Raycom College Football AllStar Classic, but looked like he
belonged.
Hill rushed for 148 yards and
two touchdowns on 12 carries to
lead the Stripes to a 31-3 victory
over the Stars six days after getting the phone call that a spot had
come available.
"You never know what to
expect coming from Division II,"
said Hill said."You hear about the
SEC and all that speed.

"I thought 1 could come compete and play with speed, too. I
didn't know what to expect. I
guess I fit in."
He did indeed, flashing speed,
moves and big-play ability in a
game that featured 22 players
Southeastern
the
from
Conference.
Hill was chosen offensive
MVP by NFL scouts and had runs
of 44 and 49 yards for two of the
game's biggest plays, both setting
up hiS touchdowns.
The defensive MVP was
Charles James of FCS Charleston
Southern, who had two tackles
and a pass breakup that resulted

in a third-quarter interception.
James.said he was "surprised
and shocked" to be named MVP
and didn't mind not getting the
pick himself.
"As long as my teammates can
get it and make a play on the ball,
I'm happy," James said. "That's
what I'm here for."
The game was played at
Crarnton Bowl, long home to the
now-defunct Blue-Gray game
traditionally played on Christmas
Day.
Purdue's Robert Marve also
had a strong performance in the
showcase game for pro football
prospects. He completed 10 of 13
passes for 142 yards with a touchdown and an interception for the
Stripes.
The 5-foot-11, 205-pound Hill
bounced outside for the 44-yarder
to make his first big impression.
"It was supposed to be a short-

yardage play," Hill said. "I went
up inside and the whole line was
low so I could see, and I spun
right. I should have scored."
He did the next play, anyway,
on a 2-yard touchdown in the second quarter. Hill added a 6-yard
score midway through the fourth
quarter after not logging a can)
in the third.
Hill rushed for 2,168 yards
and 16 touchdowns last season.
He finished second in the voting
for the Harlon Hill Trophy given
to Division ll's top player and
fared well against defenders from
bigger schools, too.
Marve connected on a pair of
long passes to set up scores for
the Stripes.
He fired a 54-yarder to Notre
Dame's Robby Toma in the third
quarter but his third-down pass
•See RAYCOM, 7A

PREP BASKETBALL:
LOHS 59, MHS 52

Tigers can't
get over the
MURRAY STATE AT TENNESSEE TECH

THURSDAY•7 P.M. U EBLEN CENTER (COOKEVILLE, TENN.)

Heading east
RACERS HIT THE ROAD FOR TWO
GAME SWING AGAINST OVC EAST
FOES TENNESSEE TECH AND
JACKSONVILLE STATE
guys," Prohm said, running
By RICKY MARTIN
through a list of four or five difSports Editor
When Steve Prohm pops in a ferent newcomers for the Golden
DVD of Tennessee Tech, there's a Eagles. "That's part of why
couple of faces he's glad he does- they've struggled on the road,
n't see — Kevin Murphy and Zac because they have a lot of new
faces. They've got a couple of
Swansey.
Murphy was the No. 55 over- perimeter guys that can help
all pick in last year's NBA Draft, them, they can make some shots
and after a brief stint with the and they have a good compleReno Bighoms in the D-League, ment of guys. Jud Dillard is the
is back with the Utah Jazz. The 6- one stand out, but they have some
foot-6, Fariburn, Ga. native was good players around him."
While Dillard is near the top
the only Division 1 player to score
50 points in a game last season, of the league in scoring and
and Prohm said he's glad his rebounding, the Racers lay claim
Racers aren't preparing to stop to the top two in each catergory in
Murphy or his former point guard Isaiah Canaan and Ed Daniel.
The Racers are the only team
Swansey Thursday night.
—They lost quite a few guys in in Division 1 with a top 10
last year's class," Protun said, rebounder and scorer in the
"some really good players. I'm nation, and both have improved
glad Kevin Murphys is not on their marks in league play.
Canaan is averaging 22.2
those DVD's, I'm glad Zac
Swansey is not on those DVD's." points per game through Murray
There is one familiar face State's first six OVC games,
Prohm sees when he watches the while Daniel is pulling down
Golden Eagles, however, and it's
U See RACERS,7A
a pretty good one for Tennessee
Tech fans.
"Jud Dillard, he's the one true
experienced guy back for them,"
Prohm said. "They hang their hat
on Jud Dillard. He's a tremendous
player. I've got great respect for
When: Thursday, 7 p.m
him and he's really improved
Where: Eblen Center, Cookeville.
from his freshman year to now.
Tenn
gets
"It's amazing how he
Radio: 103 7 WFGS
TV: ESPNU
things done, he's doing the same
2012-13 Records Murray State (14-4.
things he's done since he was a
5-1. OVC) Tennessee Tech (7-11, 1-5
OVC)
freshman. Offensive rebounding
Last Meeting Murray State defeated
and back cuts, and now he's
Tennessee Tech 78-58 in the semifinals
making
is
he
stepped out to where
of the Ohs° Valley Conference
Tournament on March 2 2012
jump shots, which he really wasn't doing three years ago."
Dillard is averaging 20.8
points and 8.3 rebounds per game
since the Golden Eagles up Ohio
Valley Conference play on Dec.
29, but Tennessee Tech hasn't
fared too well to date.
6-0 (15-4)
Belmont
TTU is just 1-5 in OVC play, Tennessee State 6-1 (12-8)
with a six-point victory over Eastern Kentucky 5-1 (15-4)
lowly Eastern Illinois as it's lone Morehead State
4-2 (10-10)
win.
Jacksonville State 4-4 (12-7)
Pinhm says Murray State and
1-5 (7-11)
Tennessee Tech
Tennessee Tech have always
West
seemed to play close games in his Murray State
seven years with the Racers, and Southeast Mo St
said he expects Thursday's to he
SIU-Echvardsville
yet another one.
Austin Pony
talent
Especially with the new
tin
UT-Mar
Steve Payne has in Cookeville.
Eastern
Illinois
"'They've got a bunch of new

Up Next
Murray State at
Tennessee Tech

hump in
loss to Flash
MISSED SHOTS
DOOM MURRAY
HIGH AGAINST
LONE OAK

By RICKY MARTIN
Sports Editor
What goes up is supposed to
come down.
For, Murray High head coach
Joey Adair, however, one thing is
coming down — and it's bringing
something else with it.
The Tigers have committed
their fewest turnovers of the season over the past five games, but
Tuesday night against Lone Oak
their field goal percentage came
with it.
Murray High shot just 17-for59 from the field against the
Flash, falling 59-52 in Lone
Oak's final visit to Tiger Gym.
"We shot the ball well from
the free throw line, that was a
plus," Adair said. "We have
turned the ball over less the last
five or six games than we have all
year long, and that's a plus. But
while our turnovers are going
down, the shooting percentages
have gone down as well.
"That can't happen."
James Boone led the Tigers
with 12 points, while Dylan
Boone added 11 on a night the
Tigers just couldn't catch the
Flash.
Lone Oak led by 10 points
only once on the night, and
Murray High continually made
runs at the Flash, trying to capture
its first lead of the night.
The Tigers had the Lone Oak
lead down to within a basket six
seperate times Tuesday nigh, the
last of which came with 6.6 seconds to play in the third quarter.
James Boone knocked down a
pair of free throws on a I -and-1 to
cut the Lone Oak lead to 34-32,
but a 3-pointer by Zack
McKinney at the buzzer to end
the frame pushed the Flash back
in front 37-32.
Murray High was 11-for-42
from 2-point range, and Adair
said missing easy baskets is
something his team can't afford
to do.
The Tigers has several looks
under the rim, but couldn't capitalize on many.
"A couple of them were just
bad positioning, guys not attacking the chest of the other man,
trying to be a little too cute at
times," he said. "Other times we
had shots and they just rolled out.
"You're going to have some of
those nights, but we can't afford
some of those nights. We are
small and we are young, and we
have to make sure we get the ball
in the hole."
WISER LOUGH / Ledger & nines
Murray High was strong
last
during
Herron
defensively
through most of the
Malcolm
Illinois'
Eastern
over
shot
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In
Senior Ed Daniel lays
night, but couldn't capitalize on
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to
travel
Racers
the
and
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Center.
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at
win
Thursday's 70-49
U See Doing, 7A
Tenn., Thursday for a 7 p.m. tip off against Tennesee Tech.
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From Page 6A
most of the forced turnovers.
Zach Perry led Lone Oak with
19 points,'while McKinney added
10.
The Tigers were also without
starting point guard Logan Foster,
who Adair said is battling illness
but should be able to return for
Friday night's showdown with
Calloway County should that take
place.
If the Murray High girls
advance in this morning's All 'A'
Classic match, the Crosstown
Classic will be postponed.

• RAYCOM
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Haverstock Insurance Agency
Nobody can piotect your AUTO
any better than we can!
2" S '2th St

Murray. KY 753-3415

KHSAA Sports
BOYS BASICETBAL1
TUeaday
Marshal Co 62, Lyon Co. 26
Graves Co 72. Heath 53
Lone Oak 59, Murray High 52
Webster Co 85, Trigg Co. 53
Owensboro 64, Madoortelle-Norti 53
Paducah Tilghman 56, Reiland 51

GIRLS BASKETBALL
TUsieday
Marshall Co 64, Chrestian Co. 48
Paducah Tilghman 69, Reiland 10
St Mary 46, Ballard Memonal 45
Mayfield 63. Fulton City 24
Today
Touchstone Energy Al 'A' Ciaccr
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ferring.
half-hour from the stadium —
He said he wasn't surprised by gained 57 yards on 10 rushes for
the performances of Hill and the Stars. Jacksonville State's
Laughinghouse.
Washaun Ealey, a Georgia trans"Those guys were playing
fer, had seven carries for 42
well throughout the week so it
was no surprise to me," Marve yards. Jaron Brown of Clemson
was the game's leading receiver
said.'
Virginia's Perry Jones added with six catches for 63 yards for
the Stars.
42 yards rushing on 12 canies.
Pittsburgh's Tato Sunseri was
Defensively, Prentiss Waggner
the Stars' most productive quar- (Tennessee)
and
Brandon
terback. He was 8-of-I8 passing Hepburn (Florida A&M) had
for 105 yards but was intercepted interceptions on back-to-back
twice.
plays in the third quarter, both off
Murray State product Casey
deflections.
Brockman finished the game 4Mississippi State's Cameron
of-9 for 47 yards and a pick, but
did watch two passes bounce off Lawrence had a game-high seven
tackles for the Stripes.
an open wide reciever's hands.
Derrick
The Murray Ledger & Times
Washington
of
Division II Tuskegee — about a contributed to this story.

•Racers ...
From Page 6A
rebounds at an 11.2 per game
clip.
The two- look to be battling
each other and Belmont's Ian
Clark for OVC Player of the Year
just a third of the way into conference play, and Canaan may have
gotten a boost this week with the
addition of a new player.
Ti Sapp, a transfer from
Clemson, is enrolled at Murray
State and practicing with the
Racers. Prohm said with Sapp
and a suspended Zay Jackson on
the floor together in practice,,
Canaan is getting a stern test each
day.
"It's fun having (Sapp) and
Zay Jackson out there.together,"
he said. "It raises everything up a
little bit on the defensive end of
the floor. (Sapp) can make plays

2011 TOYOTA
4 RUNNER
SR5

• -"nit--

Miles: 30,000.
Moon roof

•••

into the end zone was broken up
by Air Force's Alex Means to
force a field goal.
Later in the quarter Marve
found Roy Roundtree, of
Michigan with a 39-yard, overthe-shoulder pass down the right
sideline. Marve then threw for a
I3-yard touchdown to Tyron
Laughinghouse of Division ll
Saint Augustine.
Marve, who ranked third in
the Big Ten in passing efficiency
last season, also had a ball poked
out from behind for a fumble on
another promising drive, and the
pick came off a deflection.
"I thought I had a very strong
game with a couple of funny
plays," said Marve, who started
II games for the Miami
Hurricanes in 2008 before trans-

PEPPERS

Van

From Page 6A
or 2,168 yards
vns last season.
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off the dribble and can really overtime and at the buzzer
defend, and it's good for Isaiah against San Francisco.
because now he's going against
"It's a 40 minute game. ...We
Zay and Sapp, who can really put do need to have better starts, it is
pressure on him athletically.
important. You can't dig yourself
"It makes Isaiah a little bit out of a hole night-in and nighttighter and more locked in, and out, because eventually you
that helps."
won't be able to dig yourself out."
Prohm does think his Racers
Prohm said that's what hapneed to start getting off to better
pened in Murray State's 77-65
starts, but said last year's 31-2
loss to Eastern Kentucky, but said
team had some lapses over the
course of a 40-minute contest as he and his staff are continuing to
well, and that this year's team's tweak things to get the most out
of this year's club.
just seem to be happening early.
"We are continuing to work
"No one asked last year when
we got up 15 or 18(points) in the and continuing to try to get betfirst half then won by six,* he ter," harisaid. "We are making
. lk!You are reattysaid. "In the second half i;ibleir adju
a lot of leads last year. I remem-.iiplay on,boda...,
ber in Alaska we were up big, ends of the floor we are slowly
double-digits in earn tournament trying to make some adjustgame and we won a game in ments."
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Seminars
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Grab the Cash
Fish Pond
FLW Simulator

Show Hours
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Primary Care website emphasizes portability
WEDNESDAY,
JANUARY 23, 2013

SECTION

www.murrayledger.com

By JOHN WRIGHT
Staff Writer
Primary Care Medical Center
of Murray has enhanced its reputation as a trailblazer in using
the electronic age to its advantage, launching a new concept to
its website in the name of patient
convenience — Primary Care
Everywhere.
Now, patients or their caregivers can arrange for prescription refills or appointments with
doctors online thanks to an
upgrade that went live last week.
"We probably spent four or
five months getting ready for
this, along with trying to combine this with a new website
design," said Jon Janes, information manager for the Murray
facility that he said received
about 100 requests from people
wishing to register for the online
program. "This is so new in the
region so we really had no way
of determining what to expect,
but we knew we wanted to get it
right, especially with security.
"You're dealing with people's health care information so
you've got to do that."
Along with being, available

email

online via computer, the new DC established on either the
system also follows what Dr. desktop of the computer used or
Robert Hughes, managing part- on the cell phone, meaning
ner at Primary Care, said is vital access is as easy as touching that
to the future of health care, icon.
portability.
"Let's say you forget you
"Let's say you're out in have an appointment, or you're
Arizona on vacation and you're not sure when the date is, this
involved in an accident, and the allows you to find it and be
emergency staff needs to know sure," Lovett said. 'This allows
about your blood type. You or you also to just make your
someone close to you can pull appointment with your doctor,
out your mobile phone and with too, because you can see what
one or two clicks, can have it times on a certain day are availavailable for them to view," able and you can choose a time
Hughes said. "I've been a prac- that works for you. You also can
ticing doctor here for 28 years review lab results as well."
and I never thought I'd be using
The service is available at
a computer so much for what I www.primarycareevery where.c
do.
om.
"With x-rays, though, it's all
digital now; we can have 300
images available within seconds. We don't use paper for
records anymore; we were
paperless in 2000. Now,
patients' insurance forms are
filed before they even leave the
exam room. It's just amazing
what is happening now."
Sarah Lovett, practice administrator, said an added feature is
that, once someone registers and
obtains a login code, an ap can

Stroke screening comes
to Murray on March 12
stroke
II Screenings are fast, nonResidents living in and around invasive,
painless, affordable
the Murray community can be
and convenient
screened to reduce their risk of
Screenings identify potential
having a stroke or bone fracture
cardiovascular conditions such
when Woodmen Of the World
as blocked arteries and irregular
hosts Life Line Screening on
heart rhythm, abdominal aortic
March 12.
aneurysms, and hardening of the
The site is located at 330 C.C.
arteries in the legs, which is a
Lowry Drive in Murray. Beverly
strong
predictor of heart disease.
Reed of Benton, KY attended a
A
bone
density screening to
Life Line Screening and said, "I
want to thank you for saving my assess osteoporosis risk is also
offered and is appropriate for
life".
Four key points every person both men and women.
Packages start at $159. All
needs to know:
five
screenings take 60-90 minIII Stroke is the third leading
utes
to complete. For more
death
and
a
leading
cause of
information
regarding the
cause of permanent disability
III 80% of stroke victims had screenings or to schedule an
no apparent warning signs prior appointment, call 1-877-2371287 or visit our website at
to their stroke
111 Preventive ultrasound www.lifelinescreening.corn.
screenings can help you avoid a Pre-registration is required.

JOHN WRIGHT / Ledger & Times
This is how the Primary Care Everywhere feature appears on the screen of an iPad. This
enables patients to do a variety of things, including make appointments online.

trac es every day.

•

Special to the Ledger

HCMC,Bethel combine on new building
Special to the Ledger
PARIS, Tenn. -- Henry County Medical Center and Bethel
University shared in a grand opening recently with the Paris and
Henry County Chamber of Commerce Ribbon Cutting Ceremony
for the official opening of the new building.
Dr. Robert Prosser, President of Bethel University, said,"We, as a
Christian University believe that all things are possible through
God. We have been given a way to help more students on this day."
Tom Gee, HCMC administrator said,'The state-of-the art technology housed in this building and the dedicated employees, along with
the much better convenience for the customer are all signs of
progress for HCMC." He especially praised Imaging Director, Billie
McKee for her effort in seeing that the center opened.
Inside the new building, guests enjoyed refreshments as they
toured both the Bethel campus and HCMC's Diagnostic Center. All
those attending also received a special commemorative gift and
were provided information on both organizations and their offerings
in the new facility.

We _oelleve in miracles
oecause we see them

going home every Gay.
When you're expecting, you are preparing for your family's most precious day.
Here are the top tO-reaSOnS to spend that once-in-a-lifetime experience at Baptist:
• Free classes and tours help you prepare.
• The region's only Neonatal Intensive Care Unit is available with specialized care if needed.
• Private rooms, designed for rooming in with your baby,enhance your family experience.
• KangarooCare provides special bonding time after delivery.
• A lactation counselor and breastfeeding educators are available
to assist with feeding your baby.
• Your friends and family can see your baby's photo online in the
Stork'sNest and on WPSD News Channel 6.
• Registered nurses are a free phone call away even after
you go home - through our StorkLine: I -800-575-BABY.
• More moms choose to have their babies at Baptist than at
all other western Kentucky hospitals combined..
• WomenCertified0 says it's the Best Hospital for Patient Experience in Obstetrics.
• Corning soon: Mother-baby care.
•

air
For nearly three generations.
Murray Woman's Clinic has
protected the health and
wellness of the women of
western Kentucky and
northwest Tennessee

WESTERN BAPTIST HOSPITAL
•rolinit
kr 66,••••

"When experience counts,
count on our lifetimes ofexperience"
Board Certified 08/GY N Physicians

-Jaws,
THE MATERN'TY HOSPITAL OUR REGION PREFERS 4 TO
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tuft Back
Tea years ago
Today marks the 30th anniversary of the United States Supreme
Cows Decision on the Roe vs. Wade
case that legalized abortion and
Lifehouse will make a statement
on their lawn regarding this as
well as the nationwide Sanctity
of Life Week.
A benefit gospel singing for
William Holt, 18, who is receiving special treatment for Crohn's
disease, will be held Jan. 26 at
Brooks Chapel United Methodist
Church. He is the son of Mike
Holt and Lana BaJeanne Cannon.
Lt. Col. Joseph A. Roe, a Murray State alumnus, was recently
promoted to his current rank, will
be deputy commander and operations officer of the Chemical Biological Rapid Response Team to
assist the country during Super
Bowl Sunday.
Twenty years ago
Traditional characters, music
from accomplished composers and
a wide array of talent will soon
adorn the stage of Lovea Auditonum for the 56th annual Campus Lights.
Calloway County Judge/Executive George Weaks filed his candidacy papers to seek a fourth
term
as
Calloway
County
Judge/Executive, after learning that
Melvin Henley had decided not
to run.
Erica Rowlett, sophomore at
Murray High School, won first
place in the district Voice of
Democracy competition sponsored
by the VFW and Ladies Auxiliary. She is the daughter of Don
and Glenda Rowlett.
Recent births reported at Murray-Calloway County Hospital for
Jan. 19 includes a girl to Jennifer
Littlepage, Murray; and a girl to
Kimberly and Shay Mitchell, Murray. For Jan. 20, a boy to Debra
and Steve Hardy, Cadiz; a boy to
Michelle and Joseph French, Big
Sandy; and a girl to Cathken S.
Griffin, Paris, Tenn.
Thirty years ago
In the aftermath of Thursday
night's snow and ice storm, many
residents of Calloway County are
still without electricity today, said

Mike Alderdice, assistant manager of West Kentucky Rural Electric Cooperative Corp in Mayfield.
Mr. and Mrs. Jesse Heath,Sedalia
(Cuba community) will celebrate
their 50th wedding anniversary Feb.
6, with a reception at Cuba Baptist Church. The couple was married Feb. 4, 1933.
Winners in the Calloway County conservation essay contest
included Janet Coleman and Jason
Adams.
In high school basketball, Calloway County beat Murray High
60-59. High scorers were David
McCuiston for Murray with a gamehigh 26 points and Keith Lovett
for Calloway with 19 points.
Forty years ago
Almost three inches of rain fell
today in Murray, according to John
Ed Scott, weather observer. Many
creek beds and lowlands were
flooded.
Births reported include a boy
to Mr. and Mrs. Bill Jones Jan.
13.
Lynn Hewitt was named as basketball homecoming queen for
Murray High School at the Murray/Mayfield game. Her attendants
were Jeannie Starks and Cathy
Mitchell.
Fifty years ago
Ginny Lou Shelton was installed
as worthy advisor of Murray
Assembly No. 19 Order of the Rainbow for Girls.
New officers of Kiwanis Club
are Bill Boyd, Jim Perkins, Bob
Billington and Charles Coleman.
Sixty years ago
Tobacco men in Calloway County are giving the polio drive a
boost by donating hands of tobacco to sell for the drive. Pictured
at Doran's Loose Leaf Floor are
Henry West, Marvin Jones, Charles
Jordan, Dewey Smotherman, Tip
Doran, Mrs. Chuck Sanders, Ray
Brownfield, Bob Miller, Gerald
Lumley, Preston Kuykendall and
Bub Doran.
E.J. Miller, quartermaster third
class, USN, son of Mrs. Pearl
Miller, is serving on the fleet
minesweeper USS Pigeon in the
Mediterranean Sea area.
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Student needs instruction on Skin tags aren't dangerous,
dealing with her anger
just unsightly
DEAR ABBY: I am 21 and I
have an anger problem. Sometimes when my friends, roommates or my boyfriend do something that annoys me, I feel so
mad that I can't concentrate on
anything I have to get done.
I'm having that problem right
now because one of my roomwas
mates
MUM to MC
tonight.
think
I'm
owed an apology, but I
know I won't
be
getting
one. I can't
talk to her. I
know if I do
I'll just feel
worse and we
won't get anyBy Abigail
where. I can't
Van Buren
even concentrate on writing my paper because
I'm so ticked off!
Is it normal to get this mad?
How can I control my anger better? Taking a deep breath and
counting to 10 just makes me feel
angrier. I'd feel better if I punched
the wall, but the last time I did
that I bruised my fist. Do you
have any guidelines? -- CONSUMED BY ANGER IN HERNDON, VA.
DEAR CONSUMED BY
ANGER: Anger is a normal emotion. Everybody has experienced
it at one time or another. Most
people have been trained to suppress anger from early childhood.
But it's even more important to
learn to express anger in ways
that are constructive rather than
destructive. Punching a wall falls
into the latter category and can
result in injury to you and possibly the wall, as you found out.
If it is channeled in the
right direction, anger can be a
positive emotion. Uncontrolled, or
suppressed, it can be extremely
harmful and even a killer. The
challenge that everyone faces is
how not to deny the feeling but
to express the anger -- or diffuse

Dear Abby

it -- in ways that are productive.
In a situation like yours, saying out loud in a controlled manner that something has made you
angry can be like releasing steam
from a pressure cooker. It's certainly more productive than making a bullying gesture; hitting a
wall with your fist implies that
the next punch might land on the
person who pushed your buttons.
In my booklet "The Anger in All
of Us and How to Deal With It,'
I offer many suggestions that can
help you manage your emotions
in a more constructive way. It
can be ordered by sending your
name and mailing address, plus a
check or money order for $7(US.
funds), to Dear Abby -- Anger
Booklet,P.O. Box 447,Mount Morris, IL 61054-0447. Shipping and
handling are included in the pnce.
Please understand how important
It is that you learn to manage
and channel your emotions more
constructively than you currently
do.
Step one in managing your
anger is to recognize that the
emotion is building before you
lose control or become so angry
that you can't concentrate on what
is most important right now -and that is your academic studies. I know that if you learn to
manage and control your anger,
you will benefit greatly as you
move forward in life. I have faith
in you!
•••••

DEAR ABBY: If a couple has
been dating for a long time and
are sexually active, do you think
he has a right to have sex with
her while she's sleeping? My sister and I disagree about this. I
feel its abuse. My sister isn't
quite sure what to think. -- CATHY
IN KINGSTON, N.Y.
DEAR CATHY: If someone
has sex with you without your
consent, it isn't abuse. It is rape.
PS. If the boyfriend in question is so inept at lovemaking
that his partner snores right through
it, then it seems to me that only
the boyfriend is sexually "active."

Today in History
By the Associated Press
Today is Wednesday, Jan. 23,
the 23rd day of 2013. There are
342 days left in the year.
Today's Highlight in History:
On Jan. 23, 1973, President
Richard Nixon announced an
accord had been reached to end
the Vietnam War, and would be
formally signed four days later in
Paris.
On this date:
In 1789, teorgeto`wn University was established in presentday Washington, D.C.
In 1845, Congress decided all

DEAR DOCTOR K: I have
skin tags under my armpits. Are
they dangerous? How can I
remove them? What can I do to
keep them from coming back?
DEAR READER: I've had
many patients ask nie the same
question. They've just noticed this
little ball of skin sticking out
from someplace on their
body, and of
course they're
concerned it
could be cancer.
Fortunately,it's not,
and it never
will be.
Skin tags
are common;
MACNInEirdf about a quarBy
ter of all peoDr. Anthony
ple develop
Komaroff
them. Usually when you
first notice a skin tag, it's actually been there for some time,
slowly growing.
A skin tag is a soft, skin-colored growth. Skin tags typically
appear as people age. A skin tag
at first may appear as a tiny,
soft bump on the skin. Over time,
it grows into a flesh-colored piece
of skin that hangs from the surface of the skin on a thin piece
of tissue called a stalk. It's easy
to move or wiggle a skin tag
back and forth.
Skin tags probably develop in
response to irritation. That's why
they appear most often in skin
folds of the neck, armpits, torso,
beneath the breasts or in the
groin region -- areas where the
skin tends to get irritated. These
areas often generate multiple skin
tags during a person's lifetime.
Get rid of one, and a new one
may start next year.
Many people develop multiple skin tags, and a tendency to
develop skin tags may run in
families. They often develop after

weight gain or pregnancy. Sometimes skin tags that develop during pregnancy grow smaller after
the baby is delivered. There is
no way to prevent them.
A skin tag is painless. However, it can become irritated if
it is rubbed a lot or if it is twisted on its stalk. That irritation is
probably the most common reason that people want them
removed.
Skin tags are permanent
growths unless you have them
taken off. Doctors usually remove
skin tags with sharp scissors or
a sharp blade. Less conunonly,
doctors remove them by freezing or burning them off at the
stalk. Bleeding can be stopped
with a chemical (aluminum chloride) or electric (cauterizing) treatment.
Now that you know what skin
tags look like, and that they are
not cancer, please understand that
not every bump on the skin is
just a skin tag. If you notice
that a skin growth is too firm
to be wiggled easily, is a different color than surrounding skin,
is multicolored, or has raw or
bleeding areas, ask your doctor
to examine it. It could be skin
cancer. Even after examining it,
your doctor may not be sure and
may want to do a biopsy. Cancers can be identified with certainty only by looking at them
with a microscope.
Because skin tags are only a
cosmetic concern, not a medical
problem, most health insurance
plans won't pay for their removal.
But if you find them unsightly,
you do have options to have
them taken off.
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(Dr. Komaroff is a physician
and professor at Harvard Medical School. To send questions,
go to AskDoctorKxom, or write:
Ask Doctor K, 10 Shattuck St.,
Second Floor, Boston, MA
02115.)

Hints From lieloiso
national elections would be held
on the first Tuesday after the first
Monday in November.
In 1932, New York Gov.
Franklin D. Roosevelt announced
his candidacy for the Democratic
presidential nomination.
In 1933, the 20th Amendment
to the US. Constitution, the socalled "Lame Duck Amendment,"
was ratified as Missouri approved
it.
In 1937, 17 people went on
trial in Moscow during Josef Stalin's "Great Purge." (All were convicted of conspiracy; all but four

were executed.)
In 1950, the Israeli Knesset
approved a resolution affirming
Jerusalem as the capital of Israel.
In 1960, the U.S. Navy-operated bathyscaphe(BATH'-ih-skahf)
Trieste carried two men to the deepest known point in the Pacific
Ocean, reaching a depth of more
than 35,000 feet.
In 1977, the TV mini-series
"Roots," based on the Alex Haley
novel, began airing on ABC.
In 1985, debate in Britain's
House of Lords was carried on
live television for the first time.
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COINCLEANING
CAUTION
Dear
Heloise:
Thanks for the
hint
on
CLEANING
COINS. However, please
tell the folks
not to try it
with the new "gold" dollars. I
tried to clean up a few, and in
less than 15 minutes, the cleaner
proceeded to remove the very thin
plating on the coins.
The vinegar and soda is good
for some, maybe, but not the thin
plating on the Sacagawea and presidential dollar coins. Thanks for
your daily wisdom. — Ted in
Kerrville, Texas
Ted, I tried this method with
some of the gold-colored presidential coins, and nothing happened. They were shiny and fine.
The original hint that was printed was how to clean PENNIES
that are used as daily money.
According to the United States
Mint, cleaning coins can decrease
their value, especially if they are
rare or valuable. Valuable and
rare coins are'handled only with
gloves, because the normal oils
found on fingers can cause dam-

by
Heloise

age when transferred to the coins.
Fingerprints can leave permanent
marks on the coins.
If you just have "coin change"
that is dirty and you choose to
clean it, the U.S. Mint suggests
that you use mild soap and water.
Swirl them around a little bit,
rinse well and then pat dry. Don't
scrub or rub them hard, as the
surface can be damaged. — Heloise
PHARMACY CAUTION
Dear Heloise: Pharmacies
sometimes make mistakes. I had
a new prescription. When I got
home and looked at the bottle, it
was for someone else. Had they
given my medication to someone
else? I returned to the pharmacy
pronto and confronted them.
Always double-check your prescriptions. I now do this before I
leave the store, and I tell them
why I am doing this. — Ruth
Ferris, North Canton, Ohio
Mistakes do happen on occasion, so it's wise to double-check
all medication. — Heloise
REBATE FORMS
Dear Heloise: I take advantage of any rebate possible. Many
times, I will forget when I send
it off and will not remember when
it should be coming in the mail.
So, I came up with the idea
to write on my large desk calendar the date I mailed the rebate

and also how many weeks it takes
to process. I also include a way
to contact the company.
This way, I can check and
know when the rebates should be
arriving. And, if they don't arrive,
I can give the rebate place a call
or send a letter. — Rhonda W.,
Colorado Springs, Colo.
DISHWASHER USE
Dear Heloise: Since I live by
myself, my dishwasher doesn't get
used all that often. I have decided that I should run it at least
once a week. So, even if I don't
have any dishes, I put other things,
like knickknacks, etc., into the
washer and run a cycle. This way,
when I need it, hopefully it will
be working correctly. And all the
little items in my home always
are clean. — Christina R. in Utah
Send a money-saving or timesaving hint to Heloise, P.O. Box
795000, San Antonio, TX 782795000, or you can fax il to 1210-HELOISE or email it to
Heloise(at)Heloise.com. I can't
answer your letter personally but
will use the best hints received
in my column.
(c)2013 by King Features Syndicate Inc.
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NO NEED TO LOOK ANY FURTHER
APPLY TODAY AT
GREGORY LOGISTICS,INC.

Help Waded

The City of Murray has the
following job opportunities:
MAINTENANCE WORKER I
(Street)
Starting pay rate: $9.84/hour
Apply at www.murrayky.gov
Questions: contact the HR Department
at 270-762-0350 x1145
Deadline for receiving applications:
4:00 p.m.Friday, January 25, 2013

MURRAY. KY AREA
DEDICATED ROUTE

The City of Murra_y is an Equal Opportunity
Employer.

150 MILE RADIUS OF MURRAY

HOME EVERY NIGHT
Request for Nominations
The Calloway County Board of Education requests
nominations for two business/community leaders to
serve on the Local Planning Committee. This committee will be responsible for the development of
the Master Education Facility Plan for the school
district. Nominees will be asked to provide a letter
of agreement to serve. Failure to provide the letter
will disqualify the nominee. Business/community
leader nominees must reside in the Calloway
County School District to be considered and cannot
be a CCSD employee or board member. The
Calloway County Board of Education will elect two
representatives from the nonunatiorui received to
serve on the committee. In the event nominations
are not received, the Board shall select the representatives from the community. Nominations
should include the individual's name, mailing
address, and phone number(s). Questions and/or
nominations should be sent or delivered to the following address:
Brian Wilniurth
District Assesment Coordinator/Instruction
Calloway County Board of Education
2110 College Farm Road
Murray, Kentucky 42071
Phone: 270-762-7300
All nominations must be receiee4,4y 100 P.m-,
Friday, January 25, 2013

020

THE Murray Ledger &
Times considers its
sources reliable, but
inaccuracies do occur.
Readers using this
information do so at
their own risk. Although
persons and companies mentioned herein
are believed to be reputable, The Murray
Ledger & Times, nor
any of its employees
accept any responsibility whatsoever for their
activities.

Papa Smurf
Storage

2 years Experience

Benefits
Go to:wv.w gregorx 1°0stics.corn
to complete application
or

Apply In Person
2844 Fair Street. Poplar Bluff, MO
800-737-9997 or(573)785-1088 ext 215

Graves County Public Library seeking enthusiastic, service oriented Library Director to provide leadership and oversee library operations.
Salary commensurate with experience.
Generous benefits package of retirement, health
insurance, vacation & sick leave. Master's
Degree is required and Master's in Library
Science (MLS) preferred & meet certification
requirements in 5 years. For more into:
http://www.gcpl.org/. Send current resume &
cover letter, along with 3 professional references to Graves Co. Library, Attn. Kevin Bishop,
601 N. 17th Street, Mayfield, KY 42066; or via
email to: application.gcpl mewsbb.com

Lake Way Nursing and Rehabilitation Center is
building bridges from our home to yours. If you
are a Nursing Student and currently active State
Registered Nurse Assistant and think you may
have an interest in the Geriatritic population as
well as Therapy we would like you to join our
team. We are currently taking applications for
part time shifts. Come by and apply today!

Building Bridges from our house to yours.
Scheduling /Supply Clerk for Nursing Dept.
Monday thru Friday 7:00AM To 3:30PM with
occasional weekends &afternoons or
midnight shRLExpenence Preferred.

Rehabilitation Conter.2607 Main Street In
Benton, Ky 42025
Equal Opportunity Empioyer/AAE
Drug Free Facility.
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The Cash Management E-Commerce Coordinator
is responsible for all funds deposited by the
University and must ensure that funds are accurately posted to the student accounts or departmental FOAPAL's. Enforcement of policies and
procedures related to cash handling and e-cornmerce (Marketplace) activities: liaison between
TouctiNet and AASU ft.
Milli1111,1M Education Required; Bachelor's
Degree or higher in business related field.

Minimum Experience Required. Three years
minimum (five or more preferred)of significant
experience in the handling of cash, credit card
processing, web page design anfl creation of
policies and procedures. Supervisory experience is also required. Knowledge of basic
accounting principles; demonstrated communication skills (oral and written).

Preferred Education and/or Experience*
Abikity to wort independently as well as cooperatively with others Knowledge of computer
software (such as Microsoft Office) and general
office equipment.
Applicalkin Deadline: February 1, 2013
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CAREY COUNSEUNG CENTER,INC.
Providing mental health services in West
Tennessee for more than 30 years, CAREY
has offices in Camden, Huntingdon, Paris,
Trenton, and Union City. Currently recruiting for
the following positions:
PSYCHIATRIST
and
PSYCHIATRIAC
NURSE PRACTITIONER
THERAPISTS
Master's degree in the field of
Counseling, Psychology, or Social Work
From an accredited university
License Preferred
Please submit resume, letter of interest, and
position(s) of interest to:
Fax: 731-642-1010 Attn: HR Dept.
Email: resumes @bhillc.org
Or Mail: HR Department
P.O. Box 30
Paris, TN 38242
No phone calls please.
EOE

eMURRAY

Equal Opportunity Employer
Drug Free Facility

Apply in Person at Lake Way Nursing and

1st %lentil I rep!

6 Temporary Farm Workers Needed. Employer:
Paschall Greenhouse & Nursery LLC - Murray, KY
Perform all duties of Tobacco, Straw/Hay, Row Crop,
& Greenhouse/Nursery Production: including seeding. planting, cultivating, irngating, spraying, harvesting, storing. & packaging, and general tans maintenance. Employment Dates: 03/15/2013 12/15/2013. $9.80 liourty Wage Rate. Piece Rate
may be offered. Worker guaranteed 3/4 of contract
hours. Tools provided at no cost.Free housing provided to non-commuting workers. Transportation &
subsistence reimbursed when 50% of contract is
met. Random drug testing may be done after hire at
the employer's expense. Contact the Kentucky
Department for Workforce Investment at
502-782-3079 and reference tot) order KY0473670

CLASS A CDL REQUIRED

Notice

I Cheek

Women and reirionties are encouraged to sway.
M
Is University lain own education and
opportunity, INF/D, AA employer.

STATE UNIVERSITY

Accountant/Reporting
Accountant/Reporting Responsibilities: Assist
with monthly closing of accounting records and
related reporting as well as year-end financial
statement processing, including the annual audit.
Perform analytical procedures, including investigation of unusual transactions or unexpected variances, on monthly financial records. Assist in
financial statement preparation. Handle departmental reconciliations that need clear segregation
of duties to perform. These reconciliations coud
include those for specific bank accounts and cash.
Provide support for the development and documentation of departmental policies and procedures. Provide support to Assistant Director and
department with reporting responsibilities.
Minimum Education Required: Bachelor's
degree or higher in Accounting.
Minimum Experience and Skill Requirements:
One year expeneric.e in accounting within an
accounting department. Knowledge of generally
accepted accounting principles. Fluent in Excel
and Access with explanation of level of knowledge.
Demonstrates excellent oral and written communication skills. Excellent organizational and analytical
skills. Ability to complete tasks under demanding
time schedules.
Preferred Education and/or Experience:
Experience with Banner/ERP application and policy and procedure development preferred.
Application Deadline: February 5, 2013

Details and to.Aaptc Please visit
See
http://www.murraystatmobs.conVpostings/2102.
Women and minorities are encouraged to apply.
Murray State University is an equal education and
employment opportunity, MT/D, AA employer.

Resident Manager
for th\developmentally disabled has an
•-fi
immediate °polling for a live-in Resident
Manager. IndividUal applicants or couples may
apply. This is a full time position with excellent
fringe benefits. Housing is provided. Experience
in developmental disabilities is preferred.
Applicant must be 21 years of age. Background
checks required for all states resided/worked in
over the past year Please forward resume to
Juke L. Castleberr, Vice President for Human
Resources, Four Rivers Behavioral Health, 425
Broadway, Paducah, KY 42001 Open until
filled. EOE

Daytime Ph.
Mail this coupon with payment to
Murray Ledger & Tirane
P.O. Box 1040
Murray; KY 41071
Or call (270) 723-11114
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The Calloway County Board of Education is accepting sealed bids for Lawn Mowing Services for the
Calloway County School District. Bids will be
accepted until 2:00 p.m., Friday, February 1,2013
Specifications are on file at the Board office at 2110
College Farm Road, Murray, KY 42071. Any interested bidders may obtain copies at that location.
Further information rosy be obtained by calling
Karen Brandon at 762-7300. The Calloway County
Board of Education reserves the right to reject any
and/or all bids and waive any irregularities in bidding.
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Invitation to Bid
Lawn Mowing Services

VALENTINE Portraits
Hey ladies, great gift
for
your
guy.
Professional, personal,
Satisfaction
private.
since
guaranteed
Blythe's
1977.
Photography 731-6440316

kilt&
Kim
*aim

$8.50 Column Inch,60% Discount 2nd Run,
40% Discount 3rd Run.
(All 3 Ms Mout Ran Within 6 Day Period.)
$3.35 per column inch extra for Monday (Shopping Guide)

To Place Your Ad Call the Classified Department at 753-1916 ask for Natasha Hutson
p by our office at 1001 Whitnell Ave. — Office Hours: Monday-Friday 8:00 a.m.-5:00 p.m. • Fax 7534927

MasierCirci

GET THIS 1%1
AD FOR ONLY
;75.00 PER
MONTH
CALL 753-1916

DEADLINES

\I ,•.,

Suhylihe to The Murray Ledger

753-1916

Times Today!

PERSONS needed for
receptionist worii, daytime and evening hours
available.
Seasonal
employment-we
will
train. Call
270-753-9204
Now Hiring CDL-A
Drivers for new
Dedicated and
Shorthaul routes.
Also, have plenty of
SE Regional opportunities. Part time also
available. Union City.
Home every weekend.
Call 866-215-3659

All our line ads are
placed
online for Eau!

LEE JEWELRY
ARTISANS

Want to buy running
and non-running cars
and trucks. KEY AUTO
PARTS 759-9694
Articles
For Salo

for all you needs!

753-1916

Case Manager '

OusWIcatkins: Bacheior's degree in Behavioral
Health Science (particlularty Psychoiogy, Sociology,
Scdel Wont)and one year experience WI% adAs rah
sane sat of mental ihess or one yew experience as
a case manager required A valid driver's lioanse and
safe driving record is also required Must aiso pass
thorough bwk-grouncl checks.
Appications , resume and transcripts should be sent
to:
Jule Castfebeny
Vra President for Human Resource
Four Rivers Behavioral HeaNi
425 Broadway, Ste. 201
Paducah, KY 42001
Applications may be dowrioaded at www.4rbh.org
Position funded partially by CHFS. Open until Med
EOE

Kentucky
WEST
Project
Agbioworks
Manager. Minimum
Educaton Required:
Bachelor's Degree in
Agriculture Business or
strongly related field
Master's
required.
preferred.
degree
Minimum Experience
RequIr•d:
Demonstrated agriculbackground
tural
required. Experience
working with all business and agribusiness.
Contacts with regional
extension
farmers,
agents, research farms
and processors preferred. Experience colscientific
lecting
data
for
research
analysis and reporting
required. Application
Deadline: January 30,
2013. See details and
to Apply: Please visit
http://www.murraystateiobs.com/postings/2059 Women and
minorities are encouraged to apply. Murray
Sate University is an
equal education and
employment opportunity, M/FAD, AA employer.

GOOD used air conditioner, used carpeting,
stove,
refrigerator,
electhc & gas heater,
storm windows.
753-4109

Check the
CLASSIFIEDS

Wanted Enthusiastic, energetic, outgoing, sell-motivated arid detad-onented inchtkial needed to provide
case manayurne it services to adults with mental lines& Travel is required and is reimbirsed at standard
rates,

DISCLAIMER
When accessing the
"help wanted" section
on our classifieds
webpage at
murrayledger.com,
you will be redirected
to jobnetwork.com.
By default,
Murray and local job
listings will appear on
this website.
However, as a national
website, not all listings
on the jobnetwork.com
are placed through
the Murray Ledger
& Tunes. Please call
us if you have any
questions regarding
the Murray area
job listings. Thank you.

CASH paid for
good, used guns.
Benson Sporting
Goods, 519 S. 12th,
Murray.

MANUFACTURING
Company located in
Paris, TN seeking full
time Office Assistant.
Responsibilities:
Receptionist, Accounts
order
Receivable,
entry, variety of clerical
duties. Requirements:
High shcool diploma or
GED; 1 year experiAssociate's
ence;
preferred;
degree
Ability to work independently with minisupervision;
mum
communicaStrong
tion,attention to detail,
organizational
and
skills; Intermediate or
above knowledge of
Microsoft Word and
Excel software programs, Must be able to
develop and maintain
spreadsheets; Email
resume with at least 3
reference to assistant2officeagmail.com
; Equal Opportunity
Employer WF/DN; TN
Drug Free Workplace
Employer.

CHRISTOPHER'S
Coins
is buying.
What coins do you
have to sell?
Business is booming Trends N' Treasures
Dr. Fuhrmann,
270-753-4161
STRAW $3.50/bale
753-4582 or 227-7352

LARGE
SELECTION
USED APPLIANCES
WARD [[KIN',

(270) 753-1713

FIRE WOOD
Seasoned Oak
And Hickory
$30 U-Haul
$45 Delivered

270-226-3741
Firewood For Sale!
Delivered: $40.
270-293-7893

It
i
celleates For San
2002 Clayton, 3BR,
2BA, mint condition.
270-489-2525

Homes For Rent
38R mobile home in
county. Coleman Real
Estate 270-753-9898

For Rini

SEEKING HOUSES
TO CLEAN
270-627-6095

Will stay with
elderly In their
home. Can live In.

Call Mary 0
270-527-21'713
to Boy

1 OR 2br apts. nea
Murray.
downtown
Lease and deposit
required. 753-4109.
2 BO 1 BA Dup All Aps
No Pets. 753-0259
2 BR Duplex with carport. All appliances furpets.
No
nished.
$500/month. Call
270-293-5842
28R apartment located
on 5435 US HWY641
S. Hazel.
293-7746, 978-2615

ANTIQUES, Call Larry
753-3633

28R apt. partially furnished, some utilities
paid, no pets. $320/mo.
787-9037

BUYING old U.S.
coin oollettlona.
Smell or largo.
270-2113-10N

1BR Apts starting at
$275/month. Various
Coleman
locations.
Reel Estate. 753-9098

CLASSIFIEDS

48 • Wednesday, January 23, 2013

Meet the Babies of 2012!
Share your precious new
arrival by submitting a photo
of your baby born in 2012.

Murray Ledger & Times

C
ates 011wed

SUDOKU

ACTUAL SIZE
OF SPACE

Concept $ SudoKu

4

RABIES OF 2ots FORW

5

4
7
8
3

GIRL Fl

NAME OF CHILD

FUTRELL'S
TREE SERVICE
-Trimming

Date of Birth.
Weight:

-Removal
*Stump Grinding
+irewood

Length.
Name of
Parents.

By Dave Crn.ten

95 8 1 4

Chandler Blaine Hughes

BOY

•Insured
March 2,2012
7lbs. 8oz.• 19 3/4"
Natasha Hutson & Chad Hughes r

Suctoku a a numbehplacsng puzzle based on a 9x9 god with
several given numbers The oboct is to place the numbers 1 to
9 in the empty squares so that each row, each coiutrin and each
3x3 box contains the same number only once The dreicuity esta
of the Concepts Sudoku incremses trom Monday to Sunday

(270) 489-2839

8

Answer to previous puzzle

,
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42 1 3 8
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1
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8
2
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Difficulty Level ***

Name
11\•\(;1

Phone'
Send $12 payment, photo, name of
baby, date of birth, weight & length,
parents' names* and self-addressed
stamped envelope to:

Murray Ledger & Times
Babies of 2012
P.O. Box 1040
Murray, KY 42071
• no other information will be listed

weekly & special pickups
•locally owned/operated
759-11S1 •293-2783
293-2784

Publication Date: 1/31/13
Deadlbse to submit photo and
informal= 1/23/13 at 5PM
For more information, call
Natasha Hutson or Chelsea Crass
at 753-1916

(8AM-4PM)
Saturday, Jan. 26(8AM-2PM)
Location: 1637 Catalina Drive,
Murray
West off of South 16th Street

For Sale or Lease
The Bullpen
Restaurant
Building
110 S. 5th St

Serious inquiries
270-293-4602

Home for Sale
on Golf Course
-Murray, KY$68 per sq. ft.
Video Tour:
VAVW.
HomesByOwner.
com/62941
270-227-3303

375

ITEMS TO BE SOLD:
Coins
Oid Handmade Quits & Quilt Tops
Collectibles
Furniture
Old Jars
Electronics
Yard Tools
And Much, Much More!!!
320
Opetmonit For Root

340
Houses For Rwit

Calloway Gardens
Essex Downs
Apartments
I BR from $345
2BR from $375

1BR, 1f3A,
includ
ed $385.
2BR, 1BA townhome,
W/D starting at
$500. Please call
270-753-7559

270-753-8556
1505 Duiguid Dr,
TOO 1-800-545-1833
Ext. 283
.r.2? Equal opportunrty
DUPLEX 2BR, 1.5
Bath, Large' utility w/
washer/dryer. Large
open
kitchen/living
room. 1 car garage.
Located Lynn Grove,
$700/mo.
270-227-1743
Duplex for rent 2BR,
All appliances.
293-9474, 767-9948.
GARLAND
Rentals
presently has two bedroom apartments available. Call for your
appointment
today.
270-753-2905..
HAZEL Apartments
Now taking applications for 1 & 2BR units.
Rent based on income.
impairment
Mobility
Phone:
accessible.
270-527-1311.
Mon-Fri. 9am-3prn
Equal Housing
Opportunity.
NOW LEASING
1,25 3bectroorn Apts.
We accept Section
8 vouchers.
Apply at Mur-Cal Apts.
902 Northwood Dr
Monday,
Wednesday, Friday.
Phone 759-4984.
Equal Housing
Opportunity
Thco #711
Fer Met
SLEEPING ROOMS
$175 a month, no pets
Call 787-9037

1BR cabin 12 miles
south of Murray. 5,475
deposit, $475 tmo.
Includes all utilities
InCludIng cab*. No
pets. 8734013
SEVERAL. homes for
rent In various 'ocelots. Coleman Real
a--e 770-753-9898

2BR 'IBA, No Pets.
North of Murray
270-759-4826
2BR, 1BA, $535/mo.
978-0742
3BR, 2E3A house with
garage, large storage
shed, and nvacy fence.
Appliances
include
stove,
refrigerator,
dish-washer,
microwave,
and
garbage disposal. W/D
hookup. Pet friendly.
Available March 6th
$795/mo. (270)9786000 or (270)293-9493
SEVERAL homes for
rent in various locations. Coleman Real
Estate 270-753-9898

A&F Warehousing
Near MSU $20-50.
753-7668
G&C
STORAGE and
PROPANE
119 E. Main
(270) 753-8266
Cell:(270) 293-4183
9 a.m. - 4 p.m. M-F

KEY MINI
WAREHOUSES
1850 St. RI 121S
Murray. KY 32071
270-753-5562

Mt RENTALS
MINI-STORAGII
720 S. MIST.
*air Ill & Neal
110X10's &
OW)436-21129C14,
PREMIER
IMNISTORAGE
•Inside dingle canard
storage
-Security alarmed
•Safe & caw
•We
bowel
oiV• rent U-Hauls.
753-9800.

HILL SEPTIC
PUMPING
EXCAVATION
., TRUCKING
Ktur tapes Nests
Installation
& Repair
Dirt, Gravel,
White Rock.
Sand, & Mulch

12-0)22u-5444

David's Home
Improvement
tic
Water Damaged Floors
Braces & Floor Joists
Remodeling & Plumbing

460
lianas For SW.

ESTATE TAG SALE
Thursday, Jan. 24
& Friday, Jan. 25

MICKEY WILSON
DEVELOPMEN1

•I

COMMERCIAL
office/storage.
2,000/sq.ft,
C/H/A,
near
downtown,
S500/mo. 753-9887
office/retail
Large
space
3
offices1,000eq.ft warehouse
602 Maple St. Call
270-753-8964 for info.
THREE bay shop for
rent. One 12' door, two
9' or 10' doors. Great
location off 121 South.
$550.00 a month. Call
270-753-2905 or
270-293-8595 for further information.
380

swabs
AKC French & English
Bulldog puppies. 270335-3943
270-994-3915
DOG Obedience.
(270)436-2858.
Shih-tzu
puppies'.
Male/female,
CKC
shots/wormed, $250$300 270-804-8103

AUSTIN Auction
Service
All types Auction
Benton, KY
270-705-4859
430

Murray Ledger ar Tines Fair
Housing Act Notice
All real estate advertised herein
is subiect to the Federal Fair
Housing Act which makes it
illegal to advertise any preference, limaation or discrnninabon based on race. coloc
• se,„ handicap, familial status or national ongin, or intention to make any such preferences, limitations or discrtminabon.
State laws forbid discronmation
in the sale, rental or advertising
of real estate based on factors in
addition to those prole.ted
under federal law
We will knowingly accept any
advertising for real estate which
I not in violation of the law. All
hereby informed
Erarlrdwareellirip adveiuied are
'vadat* on an equal opportunity buds.
For further assistance with Fair
Horsing Advertising requirement*, contact NAA Cournet
Rene P Mean (703)618-1001

'ROM 491.g/C4' 70 comarrnw.
WE WORK WCTAI VOV,

°B
1rnf
Real
essi=Y

WWW.murrayconst.com

REDUCED by $18K.
48R, 38A, 2,675/sqft
with double carport.
Great location. City
schools. $147K
270-761-6150

270-293-9170

Used Cars

HOLLAND
MOTOR SALES

McCUISTON
ROOFING

270-293-1924
Free Estimates
All the quality...
without all the mess

We Finance
hollardmo,orsales
270 Th3-3161
510
Caws
2003 Springdale by
Keystone. 12ft slideout,
30ft. bumper pull.
$8995 270-293-4602

1-270-227-0587
Al
Carpentry
Const
New construction. Al
home & mobile home
repair Free estimates.
Larry Nimmo 753-0353

64/11`
Gallimore
Electrical Contractors,LLC
behmatal/CemmerclaUltesNlestial
James C.CallIment
WWW.M1.1.C.NET

(270)759-0890

n

et

753-9562

JOIPletaent to

'dope your iiur

We Offer:
• All Size Units
• 24/7 Surveillance
• Electrictty
• We now have
80 Climate Control Units

Hill Electric
Since 1986
Residential &
Commercial
Licensed & Insured
All jobs - big or
small

NEON BEACH
MINI STORAGE
812 Whltnell

Ave.•753-3853

www.hillelectric.com
436-5141 A-AFFORDABLE Hauling. Clean
out garages, gutters,
iunk & tree work.
A-1 Lamb's
Professional Tree
Service Insured
753-TREE(8733)
ADAMS HOME
IMPROVEMENT
Additions, Remodeling,
Roofing, Vinyl Siding,
Floors,
Laminate
Workers
Repairs,
Comp Insured.
270-227-2817
NOW ACCEPTING
CREDIT CARDS
ALL Carpentry and
Handyman sentkos. 25
rows experience. Call
Don for bee estimate.
270-M-5578

3811, 2BA house on
Wells Purdom Dr. W
MN email pictures If
Interested. APPLIANCE REPAIR
NINNICE S PARTS
$139,90CVobo
or (770) 293-8728 OR
293-2864
Buzzpaul•hotmaH co 750-5634
Chuck Van Buren

ktiklirr hht Uhl UAW

Horoscope

aulientatt UMW*

mew aid

by Jacqueline Bigar

HAPPY BIRTHDAY for Thursday, Jan. 24, 2013:
This year you'll want to avoid power plays at all costs. You might generate a lot of plans only to find that many of them will fall apart. Ask
yourself why this happens. It could be something that is totally unrelated to your decisions. If you are single, your nurturing style draws
many people to you. Do you always want to be a nurturer? Think
about that scenario before you decide to relate to a needy individual.
If you are attached, dive into a new hobby with your sweetie. You will
discover that it brings the two of you closer together. Make more time
for each other. CANCER is very moody.
The Stars Show the Kind of Day You'll Have: 5-Dynamic, 4Positive; 3-Average; 2-So-so; 1 -Difficult

Replacement and R,

490

1001 Whitnell Avenue. Murray, KY
itt

MURRAY
CONSTRUCTION

Rivawrial Awo COMMERWAI
lloorrtav AND REW0VA770/I

2$3-7872

LEDGER &TIMES

731-247-5422
270-293-2643

New 1-4
Sedroom biomes in
ItIverfleld EsSalas.

410
Ribk S.

win Do Insurance Work
Visa 8 MasterCard Accepted

YEARRY'S
Tree
Service.Licensed and
insured. 24/hour emergency assistance. Free
estimates. 436-2562,
227-0267

I

LILli111
e =1
.; _1114211-.1

-If you've wilt we can store ir
For all your storage convenience
Choose from our 3 locations'
• Murray Store & Lock - 1611 N 12th St
• MBC Storage - 1900 N 12th St.
Lights, Electricity. and 24/7 Surveillance
• Garland Rental Boat & Mini Storage - Hwy 94E
-Brand New Motorhome Boat Storage
All sizes available. call today
to reserve your storage unit

270-753-2905

Attention/
Ask

ARIES (March 21-April 19)
**** You could have your fair share of hurdles to jump over at the
present time, especially when someone suddenly becomes extremely controlling. Don't play into this person's games. You might get frustrated when dealing with someone else's finances. Tonight: Mosey on
home.
TAURUS (April 20-May 20)
**** Go with someone else's suggestion. You might feel as if you
cannot break through an associate's resistance. Why even try?
Detach, and suddenly this person could want to pull you back in. You
can't avoid this situation_ Tonight. Discussions over dinner at a
favorite spot.
GEMINI(May 21-June 20)
**** You seem to be acting as if another holiday is around the corner. Be smart. Rein in your impulsiveness and your desire to indulge.
Express your feelings instead of spending money to appease them;
you'll be happier in the long run. Tonight: Treat yourself to a favorite
dessert.
CANCER (June 21-July 22)
**** Your impulsiveness might carry you through a problem, but
there is a strong likelihood that you could collide with someone. This
person might be a partner who often gets into control games. Take a
stand if you need to, but know that it could prolong the isue. Tonight:
Charm works.
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
*** Take your time right now. You might be on overload and thinking through a lot of issues that all might be connected. Don't worry,
because as you process your feelings, you will become more logical.
Avoid a difficult person. Screen your calls. Tonight: Do something just
for you.
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
**** Meetings with groups of people and one-on-one interactions
will allow greater success and more support. Brainstorming with others encourages greater involvement from all parties. A partner acts in.
a most unexpected manner. Tonight: Only what makes you happy.
UBRA(Sept 23-Oct. 22)
*** Deal with an authority figure who often causes you a problem.
This person can be very controlling, yet you must be responsive. You
might decide to tighten your budget in order to create more flexibility
when you need it. Check in with an older relative. Tonight: A must
appearance.
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
**** Know when enough is enough. Be willing to understand what
is happening with a child or a loved one at a distance. Sometimes
your attitude pushes people away. Open up to some new ideas that
could invigorate your daily life. Tonight: Let your imagination make
the call.
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec. 21)
**** Your emotional nature takes over. Avoid getting pulled into a
difficult situation. You will work through your feelings quickly if you
can stay calm. A loved one is unpredictable. Nothing you can do will
make this person honor the status quo. Tonight: How about a cozy
dinner?
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
***** You could be surprised at what falls into your lap. The energy from an unexpected source will carry you through the day.
Maintain your sense of humor, and worry less. The immediate situation or crisis does not reveal the whole story. Tonight: Go with the
flow.
AQUARIUS(Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
**** Pace yourself. Know that some situations cannot be
resolved; worrying about them is a waste of your time. Unexpected
news points to a new direction or idea. This might be hard to realize
at first, but eventually you will know what to do. Tonight Get some
exercise.
PISCES(Feb. 19-March 20)
**** Your attention turns to a child or loved one who makes it clear
that he or she wants your attention. You might be surprised at the
cost of a token of appreciation. A friend you previously counted on
might not be reliable or supportive right now. Tonight: Go with your
feelings.

about our
BORN TODAY

Display ad special
for all your advertising needs.

(1949), sInger/songivriter Neil Diamond
(1941), football player Brian Cushing (1987)

753-1916

Jacqueline Blest is on the Internet at wwwlacquellneblgar.com.
(c)2013 by King Features Syndicate Inc.

Comedian John Beiusni
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